Determinants of Policy Decisions for Non-Commercial Drivers with OSA: An Integrative Review
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Summary

Excessive daytime sleepiness and reduced cognitive functioning secondary to obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) have been identified as an important health-related risk in commercial transportation with, possibly, an increased chance of road accidents. This has resulted in a variety of policies and restrictions imposed on commercial drivers. Here we review current knowledge to assess whether available data are sufficient to guide policy decisions concerning restrictions for non-commercial drivers. The review shows that there is a lack of uniformity among different consensus conferences and guidelines as to how to deal with drivers with OSA. Clear guidelines are limited and few are evidence based. It is unclear which aspect of OSA is the most valid measure of severity (e.g. Apnea-Hypopnea Index vs Oxygen Desaturation Index). Traditionally, sleepiness has been invoked as a major risk factor for impaired driving. Recently, there also has been an awareness that daytime fatigue, as distinct from sleepiness, has an impact on driving behaviour. However, the precise effect of fatigue on driving, as well as its role in the formulation of guidelines, remain to be evaluated. We conclude that there are at least two major difficulties for the driving recommendation process: (a) there is no accurate metric quantifying severity of driving risk associated with OSA, and (b) there are substantial individual differences among those with OSA, both experiential and behavioural. We present implications from this review for future research and policy formulation.
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Introduction

Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is common and often under-recognized in the general population. It affects up to 10% of the middle-aged population and potentially up to 50% of adults over age 60 (1-3). Symptoms of OSA are widespread and include cognitive dysfunction, depression, anxiety, memory problems and insomnia. Also related to OSA are health risks such as hypertension and obesity, or illnesses such as diabetes and cardiovascular disorders (4-8). Of particular relevance to driving, excessive daytime sleepiness secondary to OSA has been identified as an important health-related risk in commercial transportation (9-14) with, possibly, an increased chance of road accidents due to impairments in vigilance, concentration, memory, and executive function (15).

The objective of the present review is to summarize the state of knowledge about OSA and risk-related driving behaviour among non-commercial drivers. We will attempt to assess current limitations regarding sleep disorder and driving research (e.g. low ecological validity, unclear guidelines for non-commercial drivers with OSA) and present potential directions, including: identification of risky drivers, modification of risky driving behaviours and prediction of potentially dangerous driving circumstances. To this end, we will evaluate the current state of knowledge on driving policies for individuals with OSA and whether it is sufficient to guide policy decisions about non-commercial drivers who suffer from OSA.
We will first describe the physiological and cognitive effects of OSA with a focus on potential consequences for neurocognitive and behavioural functioning that can be relevant for driving tasks and behaviours in non-commercial drivers. This is followed by a section on the association of motor vehicle accidents and risk-related behaviors for drivers with OSA. The final section critically reviews how fitness to drive has been evaluated in OSA patients and the implications for future advances.

What is OSA and why is it so important to diagnose?

OSA is a serious sleep disorder characterized by recurrent episodes of partial or complete collapse of the upper airway during sleep and is associated with physiological changes and destabilisation of respiratory control (2). The reduction of airflow often leads to changes in gas exchange and recurrent arousals from sleep. This chronic condition is a severe risk factor for morbidity and mortality, mainly due to intermittent drops in blood oxygen saturation (2, 16, 17). Intermittent hypoxia is reported to promote oxidative stress by increasing production of reactive oxygen species and angiogenesis, increasing sympathetic activation with blood pressure elevation, and both systemic and vascular inflammation with endothelial dysfunction. All these are variably related to risk of chronic morbidity and mortality in the form of cardiovascular disease, metabolic dysfunction, cognitive decline, and selected cancer progression (18-21).

When an apnea or hypopnea event is prolonged, the effort to restore breathing causes cortical arousal and consequent disruption of the sleep architecture and of its continuity (17, 22). Because OSA causes both hypoxia and sleep disruption, its impact is widespread, affecting multiple organs and regulatory systems (17). Untreated OSA can lead to high blood pressure, stroke, heart failure, diabetes, depression, and other serious health issues (23-32). Over time, repetitive hypoxia may lead to structural changes in the brain which maintain breathing instability during sleep (17, 18, 22, 33).
Under normal circumstances, the majority of sensory outputs capable of modifying breathing are down-regulated at sleep onset. The control of breathing transitions to being predominantly chemical in which the level of carbon dioxide in the blood is a critical mediator for regulating ventilation (17). In the case of OSA, rapid return to arousal during an apnea event is essential to restore breathing. However, too frequent arousals during sleep create instability in respiratory control and may contribute to risk of sleepiness during wakefulness. The instability of breathing control also affects the systemic circulation and oxygen delivery. One study suggests that the structural changes in OSA may consist of a mixture of irreversible atrophy, cell death and non-lethal pathology (i.e. inflammation); this seems to contribute to central nervous system dysfunction as well as to psychological and physiologic comorbidities (34). More specifically, results showed abnormalities in metabolite ratios in frontal lobe white matter and in the hippocampus of individuals with severe OSA, compared to healthy controls (34). Although the metabolite concentrations were not significantly correlated with neurocognitive test results, significant correlations were found with the severity of OSA (34). Cognitive functioning (attention, reaction time, memory, executive function, mental status, visual function) is associated with driving outcome measures in studies measuring crash risk (35, 36).

**Potential physiological and cognitive effects of OSA- induced sleep and respiratory disruption**

It has been demonstrated that neurocognitive deficits occur with high frequency in OSA. These deficits can affect any cognitive domain, such as learning, memory, and attention and can increase the risk of dementia in older adults (37). One study found that slower reaction time, decreased brain activation in areas involved in arousal and attention, impaired response selection, motor response, and decision making were all significantly associated with the apnea/hypopnea index (AHl), but not with the oxygen desaturation index (SpO2) (38). These findings imply that it is the AHI and the neurological component of OSA that drives impaired performance rather than SPO2 levels. Another study on the
cognitive profile of OSA reported that as compared with controls, patients with OSA have more lapses and/or increased reaction times in tasks requiring sustained attention, selective attention or vigilance (6). On the other hand, aspects of language were preserved and no specified deficit was found for psychomotor speed. This researcher suggests that vigilance and attention deficits could influence other cognitive aspects (e.g., executive function, episodic memory, psychomotor speed, fine motor coordination) (6).

Importantly, the previous study also noted that common comorbidities found in OSA patients (i.e. obesity, diabetes, hypertension, etc.) are known to be independently associated with cognitive deficits and may also contribute to the decline of neurocognitive function in OSA patients. Such observed associations highlight the complex interrelationship of systems and risk factors. Sleep disordered breathing, disrupted sleep, insulin resistance, psychological or physiological stress, obesity, and hypertension may all be implicated as risk factors for cognitive impairment.

Cognitive deficits in patients with OSA have been well demonstrated, but the pathophysiology of these deficits is still controversial.

**OSA and Risk-Related Driving Behaviour in Non-Commercial Drivers**

There have been significant recent advances in understanding the role of OSA in non-commercial driving performance and in individuals with OSA and their related risk (e.g. (39-44)). Nevertheless, evidence-based recommendations remain a challenge (45). Motor vehicle crashes in non-commercial drivers are too few to support the need for expeditious diagnostic evaluations or removal of driving privileges (45, 46). Both the American Thoracic Society and the Canadian Thoracic Society have noted that there is no compelling evidence supporting the need to restrict driving privileges of patients with OSA (47, 48). This was based on the examination of current evidence, which is of moderate quality due to lack of definitive studies and limited accessibility to regional motor vehicle crash registries.
Despite the lack of evidence, important policies are currently established around the world, influencing how health practitioners are to treat their patients with OSA. As summarized in Table 1, various research and policies have been developed, independently, in Australia, Belgium, Canada, France, and the U.S.A. Although these are among the leading countries in driving research, such policies have been built on the best evidence available at that time and most derive from consensus based on opinion and experience. It is to be noted that the European Union has issued a basic document that constitutes a minimum set of rules that every Member State needs to follow that were not included in Table 1 (49).

These recommendations for non-commercial drivers focus on screening, assessment tools and treatment plans that are already considered by the listed national guidelines provided in Table 1.

**Current clinical guidelines and policies regarding OSA and driving**

**American Thoracic Society**

Clinical practice guidelines provided by the American Thoracic Society state that moderate to severe daytime sleepiness could be one indication of high-risk driving (50). This statement highlights the importance of assessing sleepiness in newly diagnosed OSA patients, whatever the level of OSA severity.

**Canadian Thoracic Society and Canadian Sleep Society**

These two societies published position papers which state that there are no clear clinical guidelines for non-commercial drivers and that assessment should be made on a case-by-case basis (47). Apnea/hypopnea Index, self-report sleepiness measures and objective daytime
performance measures all show at best weak correlation with motor vehicle crash risk (47). The recommendation is that a qualified sleep specialist would be best able to assess driver risk related to OSA.

**Obstructive Sleep Apnoea Working Group**

In 2013, in Brussels, this group published the New Standards and Guidelines for Drivers with Obstructive Sleep Apnoea syndrome (51). Recommendations focus on commercial drivers and suggest periodic training sessions on OSA, physiology of sleep, vigilance, sleepiness at the wheel, and other related topics. The recommendations were based on information about the characteristics and risks of OSA and the association between OSA and (assumed) increased risk for motor vehicle crashes. These recommendations were primarily directed toward various interest groups (e.g. commercial drivers, employers of commercial drivers, medical professionals, road police departments and related personnel).

**Aerospace Medical Association**

Although not directly related to driving, a recent position paper on transportation related occupations argues that the associations between OSA, obesity and cognitive impairments are strong enough to recommend OSA screening of individuals who are morbidly obese (52). Based on commercial driver data, these researchers highly recommend such screening for the airplane pilots, with the goal of improving aviation safety.

Although some of the above-mentioned studies and recommendations were based on commercial drivers, they have had an influence on European and North-American policies related to non-commercial drivers, whose driving practices are quite different.

**OSA and motor vehicle crashes**
A survey covering 19 European countries collected self-reported sleep-related data that included driving behaviour, history of drowsy driving and accidents in non-commercial drivers. The data implicated self-reported drowsy driving as a major safety hazard. Individual determinants of falling asleep while driving were younger age, male gender, driving exposure, higher daytime sleepiness and high risk of OSA (53). Both American and Australian studies reported inattentiveness, fatigue and sleepiness as major contributors to police-reported motor vehicle crashes leading to death and injury (54, 55). A second Australian study supported the association between OSA and increased daytime sleepiness, and decreased vigilance, with a 2- to 7-fold increased risk of motor vehicle crashes. However, results from that study indicated that only 40% of subjects with OSA who were non-commercial drivers displayed impaired performance on a driving simulator task after provocation by sleep loss or alcohol (56).

Ward et al. (57) investigated whether the risk of motor vehicle car crashes was higher in patients with OSA than in the general community and, if so, the nature of the risk. Participants were recruited from a sleep research centre, prior to clinical and polysomnographic evaluation. Using polysomnography, driving simulation and questionnaires, the researchers evaluated relationships between self-reported near-misses and self-reported motor vehicle car crashes with OSA severity, degree of daytime sleepiness, and other potential risk factors. Results for 2,673 participants with OSA showed that: 1) subjects with untreated OSA (AHI > 5 events per hour) self-reported crashes at a rate three times higher (0.06 motor-vehicle crashes/year) than the healthy individuals (0.02 motor-vehicle crashes/year); 2) among the predominantly male, middle-aged, and obese participants, 11% with OSA reported having a crash because they felt sleepy or fell asleep behind the wheel; 3) 26% of participants reported at least one near-miss due to sleepiness; and 4) 32% reported having fallen asleep behind the wheel. In addition, a strong overall association between sleepiness and increased rate of reported near-misses was found.
OSA, obesity, and motor vehicle crashes

According to the World Health Organization, in 2014, 13% of the world’s adults were obese. OSA is estimated to affect over 100 million adults in the world. In 2007, a group of researchers stated that obesity is the most important risk factor for OSA and that it is estimated that 70% of patients with OSA are obese (58). An important study by Terán-Santos et al. (59) showed a strong association between OSA (measured by AHI) and increased driving accidents among non-commercial drivers, after adjustment for potential confounders such as body-mass index. However, the researchers did not evaluate whether obesity itself was a risk factor for road accidents. This was later addressed in a review by Kay and McLaughlin (60), who reported that obesity is associated with increased crash risk and increased risk of serious or fatal injury, but that treatment of OSA improved driving performance and reduced crash risk, independent of obesity. Given the high prevalence of OSA in obese individuals, the review highlights the likelihood of obese drivers falling asleep while driving or having impaired critical driving-related abilities such as reduced vigilance (i.e. attentional lapses measured by EEG) (61).

One relatively recent study found that obese individuals with OSA had a twofold higher risk of traffic accidents than healthy comparison individuals. Increased neck circumference and excessive daytime sleepiness were predictors of higher accident risk in non-commercial drivers with OSA (62). Another study did not find an association between BMI or hypoxemia and risk of near-miss or crash but did find an association between neck circumference, (another commonly used measure for obesity) and crash risk (63-65).

In a prospective study examining the association between obesity and cognition, Gunstad et al. (66) found that many obese patients showed impaired performance on cognitive testing before having bariatric surgery. Specifically, obese patients had cognition scores in the low average
to average range as compared to normative test data. Data also showed that patients who underwent surgery had improved memory performance at 12 weeks of follow-up (within the average or above average range for all cognitive tests) while those who did not have the surgery had a decline in memory performance (67). Of relevant to driving, the obese patients who underwent bariatric surgery improved on attention, compared to obese patients who did not undergo the surgery. In addition, they reported that patients without hypertension who underwent bariatric surgery had better short delay recall at 12 weeks than those with hypertension (67). A systematic review by Sarkhosh et al. (68) concluded that for obese patients with OSA, bariatric surgery improves or resolves OSA in a majority of such patients. The potential outcome of bariatric surgery is valuable as a proof of concept for demonstrating the effects of obesity on cognitive functioning.

A 2008, study proposed three key factors in the association between obesity and OSA: 1) obesity may narrow the airway resulting in the block of airflow, 2) higher leptin has an impact on the distribution of fat, and 3) obesity may also be a result of OSA (ex.: lack of energy) (69). These findings are supported in more recent systematic review which highlighted OSA as a disorder associated with morbidity (70). Obesity has been shown to be associated with subjective and objective sleepiness independent of sleep apnea (71). Daytime sleepiness and fatigue are frequent complaints among obese individuals, even among those who do not demonstrate OSA.

**OSA and driving behavior: Sleepiness and fatigue**

A recent important finding demonstrated considerable inter-individual variation in daytime sleepiness and neurobehavioral impairment among OSA patients (56). It was found that participants with and without OSA were significantly different on psychomotor vigilance tasks (mean auditory reaction time test, lapse frequency test). It was also shown that driving simulator performance varied widely among patients with OSA:
60% of OSA patients showed trait-like resistance to performance impairment in a driving simulation task when stressed with sleep restriction or alcohol. They were also able to sustain attention and steer normally to avoid crashes during a 90-minute simulated country drive (59). The researchers found that degree of impairment was not explained by OSA severity (i.e. AHI, hypoxemia, frequency of arousals), that many patients with OSA reported little or no daytime sleepiness, and that many individuals with OSA had driven for several years without incident (56). Paradoxically, the study also showed that some individuals with mild AHI were more affected by sleepiness.

Last year, the National Sleep Foundation published a consensus statement that healthy individuals who have slept for 2 hours or less in the preceding 24 hours are too impaired to operate a motor vehicle without risk of motor vehicle accidents (72). A Canadian study involving a random sample of commercial drivers revealed that chronic short sleep duration is a risk factor for neurobehavioral performance impairments, while the results for OSA were less clear (71). The study consistently showed that neurobehavioral performance has a differential susceptibility to the effects of sleep deprivation, and that the performance of some individuals is quite impacted by sleep deprivation whereas other subjects are relatively resistant. Recommendations were made to not only test commercial drivers for OSA, but to assess sleep durations among commercial drivers (71).

In addition to sleepiness, other behavioral aspects of OSA may include, as mentioned, neurocognitive deficits (vigilance, concentration, memory impairments, and executive function), psychological problems (anxiety, depression) and a history of driving accidents (15). However, people with OSA do not have a uniform pattern of sleepiness nor of neurocognitive deficits, and they are capable of some behavioural resilience (5). Measuring the deficits in OSA remains a challenge because it is unclear whether oxygen desaturation (i.e. SpO2 levels) or sleep fragmentation (i.e.
Apnea-Hypopnea Index or arousal index) is associated with cognitive dysfunction. Consequently, identifying a specific subgroup of individuals who are more resistant or vulnerable to cognitive deficits is also a challenge when severity of OSA alone is taken into account.

Notably, the literature indicates that not only are many individuals with OSA not sleepy, but also that fatigue is another very common symptom associated with OSA (73). In 2008, Bailes et al. (74) identified four subgroups among individuals with OSA characterized by combinations of high and low levels of daytime fatigue and daytime sleepiness. Of particular interest are those individuals who experienced high fatigue scores, with and without high sleepiness scores. This configuration was associated with the most negative consequences for daytime performance, such as problematic perceived health-related and psychological functioning (74). Of equal interest was the substantial number of individuals with relatively low daytime sleepiness and fatigue scores (i.e. below clinical cut-offs) who, despite an unmistakable OSA diagnosis, appeared not to complain of diminished functioning or quality of life, and to be similar to individuals in a healthy comparison group (4). Much of the literature does not make the distinction between fatigue and sleepiness (ex.: (42) and common language generally confounds the two constructs, e.g. by applying the word "tired" to one or the other.

Another research stream has focused on exogenous, task-induced factors that interact with endogenous characteristics to produce drowsiness and diminish driving performance. For example, time-on-task and time-of-day effects have been associated with fatigue and deterioration of driving performance (75-77). Similarly, the impact of a monotonous, undemanding road environment on driver fatigue and driving errors has been demonstrated in driving simulation studies in which the road environment was varied (e.g., (77)).
Most of the literature on driving behavior in patients with OSA refers to sleepiness behind the wheel, nodding off, near-miss road accidents, actual road accidents and cognitive impairment. No studies were found addressing driving offenses in non-commercial drivers with OSA (e.g. where commercial drivers were specifically excluded (78, 79)). Further research is needed to compare self-reported driving offenses and official driving records among non-commercial drivers, with and without OSA, and to examine how risky driving behaviors among non-commercial drivers compare in these two groups in general, and in groups of individuals with OSA in particular.

Assessing fitness to drive

The prevalence, burden, and management of sleep disorders are too often ignored or overlooked by patients and clinicians. A contributing factor is that many individuals experiencing daytime sleepiness fail to discuss either night time or daytime sleep-related problems with their physicians (74, 80). Because the link between sleep problems and sleep disorders, such as OSA, has not been made, sleep disorders are often under diagnosed and untreated, making this group of illnesses a serious health concern. A recent Australian paper discusses the importance of education and instruction among potentially dangerous drivers (81). They found that unsafe drivers are likely to withhold from their physicians information that could potentially lead to an OSA diagnosis if they thought that the medical condition could jeopardize their driver’s license. Results of that study found that more unsafe drivers will self-report to the authorities with education and encouragement to do so (81).

A number of studies show that among primarily commercial drivers, OSA often impairs driving performance and increases the risk of being involved in an accident (82). Recently, a study looked at data from the very first large-scale, employer-mandated program to screen, diagnose, and monitor OSA treatment adherence in the US trucking industry. The American paper found that commercial drivers with OSA who were not
adherent to CPAP treatment had a fivefold increase in the risk of preventable heavy truck crashes compared to matched controls (83). Moreover, after successful treatment, drivers with OSA had similar crash risk rates as those of controls. More importantly, truck drivers who refused treatment were decommissioned by the mandated employer, but likely found employment elsewhere (83).

For non-commercial drivers, driving is also an essential part of everyday life and a licence to drive plays an important role in social functioning (i.e. employment). Current practice for giving advice to individuals with OSA is to link severity of OSA with sleepiness scores (i.e. Epworth Sleepiness Scale) in assessing driving risk (84). A Swedish large-scale cohort study found that age, driving distance, sleepiness score (ESS), short habitual sleep time and the use of hypnotics are associated with increased road accidents, and that severity of OSA was poorly associated with road accidents among non-commercial drivers (85). Furthermore, their data showed that whether they had a history of road accidents prior to OSA diagnosis or not, the severity of OSA was similar (85).

The literature notwithstanding, clinicians tend to base their decisions on historical and behavioural self-report. Road testing is not feasible for assessing fitness to drive because it is time consuming, expensive, and potentially hazardous (86). Driving simulators are very expensive and not widely available (86). An office-based driving simulator task could potentially aid in a clinician’s decision-making when assessing driving risk (87), but this may also not be feasible for most practitioners. In 2013, a group of researchers carried out a study where 118 patients, newly diagnosed with sleep apnea, completed a questionnaire about their driving behaviour and undertook a driving test on the simulator. Nodding at the wheel was admitted by 35 percent but subsequently only 38 percent of those who nodded at the wheel failed the driving simulation task (i.e. crash). This suggested that the experimental driving test has poor ecological validity (84). Clearly, the question of how to develop more accurate and expedient measures to assess driving risk is complex and needs to take into account more than daytime sleepiness or the presence and severity
of a sleep disorder. Concomitant factors such as medication use and chronic illnesses should also be considered when assessing driving risk (88-93).

Conclusions

There is a lack of uniformity from different consensus and Guidelines as to how to deal with the issue of driving by individuals with OSA. Clear guidelines are limited and few are evidence based. Even if recommendations were to be based on existing research, the conclusions from various studies were often inconsistent. For example, some suggested that there be some sort of cut-off in terms of sleep apnea severity to

Practice Points

Clinical guidelines for risky driving prediction in non-commercial drivers with Obstructive sleep apnea guidelines may include:

1. Discussing night time or daytime sleep-related problems with their patients (including total sleep time and waking after sleep onset);

2. Assessing patients’ driving habits (i.e. driving distances);

3. Considering concomitant factors such as medication use and chronic illnesses that may influence their patients’ driving performances.
remove untreated OSA patients off the road in order to reduce, but not eliminate the risk completely, of road accidents involving OSA patients. Others suggested that it was unclear which aspect of OSA was the most accurate severity measure, e.g. fragmented sleep vs oxygenation (5, 94). There are at least two major difficulties for the driving recommendation process; (a) there is no accurate metric quantifying severity of driving risk associated with OSA, and (b) studies have demonstrated substantial experiential and behavioural individual differences among patients with OSA (cf. (56)).

Sleepiness while driving is undoubtedly a key issue, but, again, there exists a range of contextual complexities. Fatigue remains a term to be differentiated from sleepiness in both the literature and clinical practices/guidelines. Certainly, this review suggests that excessive daytime sleepiness (which could itself be due either to structural brain changes or to transient, context-related states) is not the only potential risk engendered by untreated OSA.

**Implications for future research directions**

It is acknowledged that OSA is very common in the adult population worldwide and that individuals with OSA who are not being diagnosed and treated are at an increased risk of dangerous driving. Fatal car crashes provide a strong rationale for advancing driving safety research. Nevertheless, developing a set of guidelines for drivers with OSA remains a challenge since it is still unclear which aspects of OSA is associated to risky driving among non-commercial drivers. To develop comprehensive evidence-based recommendations to guide policy decisions, future research directions could include:
1. Identify and differentiate which aspects of driving risk are due to cognitive and sensorimotor deficits caused by OSA-related changes in brain structure and which are due to transient somnolence and/or fatigue states among non-commercial drivers. One would also need to examine the modifying role of context for both these aspects. Furthermore, there is only speculation, but little data on whether structural brain changes that have been associated with OSA in fact cause particular types of driver error.

2. Develop a better understanding of the interaction between OSA and its comorbidities (i.e. the metabolic syndrome components of hypertension, diabetes, and obesity) that may, themselves, lead to brain pathology and altered driving performance.

3. Conceptualize driving risk as a constellation of symptoms along with their severity or impact. A better understanding of experiential and contextual factors (ex.: cultural context) and how these may be related to driving behaviors and risk assessment in people diagnosed with OSA, could be helpful in developing profiles of driving risk in individuals with OSA. Accurate risk profiles would also provide the basis for developing techniques to manage driving risk, so that evaluations of driving risk could include recommendations of techniques to improve driving safety.

---

**Research Agenda**

In the future we need to be able to not only to identify patients with Obstructive sleep apnea, but to also assess:

1. Which patients are exposed to risky driving due to sensorimotor deficits caused by Obstructive sleep apnea-related changes in brain structure;

2. Which patients are at higher risk of morbidity, possibly leading to poorer driving performances;

3. A profile of driving risk to provide patients with a list of recommendations specific to
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Table 1
Current driving policies developed and adopted by leading countries in driving research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>National Driving Policies</th>
<th>Research influencing policy-making</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Australia| A person is not fit to hold an unconditional licence if¹: (1) the person has OSA (on a diagnostic sleep study and moderate to severe excessive daytime sleepiness), or; (2) the person has frequent self-reported episodes of sleepiness or drowsiness while driving, or; (3) the person has had motor vehicle crash/es caused by inattention or sleepiness, or; (4) the person, in opinion of the treating doctor, represents a significant driving risk as a result of a sleep disorder. A conditional licence may be considered by the driver licensing authority subject to periodic review, taking into account the nature of the driving task and information provided by the treating doctor as to whether the following criteria are met¹: the person is compliant with treatment; and the response to treatment is satisfactory. | Howard, M. E., Jackson, M. L., & Stevenson, M. (2015). Who Needs Sleep Apnea Treatment for Safety Critical Tasks—Are We There Yet?. *Sleep*, 38(3), 331.  
| Belgium  | A person with OSA who experiences sleepiness is unfit for driving.                                                                                                                                                           | McNicholas, W. T., & Rodenstein, D. (2015). Sleep apnoea and driving |
to drive and is responsible for seeking the advice of a neurologist to assess driving capacity and formulate conditions to drive \(^2\).

The patient with OSA can be declared fit to drive after effective treatment of one month. If the patient remains asymptomatic after a 2-year period, a certificate can be issued for an indefinite period of time.

Anyone with OSA (moderate or severe) who is adherent with treatment can obtain a driving license.

Before State Members deny issuing or extending a driving license, patients with suspected moderate to severe OSA should seek further medical advice. It may be instructed not to drive until the diagnosis is confirmed.

In addition, the above are subject to mandatory periodic review of vigilance performance at least every three years for non-commercial drivers and at least annually for truck and bus drivers.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

---

<p>| Country     | No current Canadian position on driving and OSA³. There are significant provincial variations in fitness-to-drive recommendations. In 2014, a first Canadian position statement addressing the issue of OSA and driving at a national level was published as a joint task force by the Canadian Thoracic Society and the Canadian Sleep Society. <em>Note</em>: references pertain to studies influencing the position paper. |
|-------------|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>France</th>
<th>OSA is a medical condition likely incompatible with obtaining, maintaining or may lead to the issuing of a limited driver's license. A driver's license should not be granted or renewed for applicants or drivers suffering from a condition associated with functional disability and are a risk to road safety. The decision to issue or renew a license is made following a review of the Medical Commissions Department or a licensed physician. These bodies are entitled to add conditions and restrictions on driving licenses or to request information to better assess the risk. Prior to each medical examination, the driver must provide an accurate description of medical history, any current pathology and any medications taken. A test conducted by a driving school may be requested. The medical officer or the medical committee may, after initial examination and if they consider it appropriate,</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| USA | No current U.S. position on driving and OSA. Each U.S. state sets its own medical standards for non-commercial drivers. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration regulations do not specifically address OSA. The recommendations regarding licensure are likely to be based on an inadequate research data, therefore more studies are required. For commercial motor vehicle drivers, regulations state that a person with a medical history or clinical diagnosis of any condition likely to interfere with their ability to drive safely cannot be medically qualified to operate a vehicle in interstate commerce (OSA is not specifically addressed). The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Association recommends that when a person is diagnosed with OSA, he/she should (1) contact the medical qualifying examiner to determine his/her fitness to operate a commercial motor vehicle and to be advised on treatment, (2) be qualified by the medical examiner to


